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Legislation and Policy
The  Public Service of Ontario Act, 2006 (PSOA),
Public Service Commission Disclosure of Wrongdoing Directive and
Management Board of Cabinet Disclosure of Wrongdoing Directive governs the disclosure and investigation of alleged wrongdoing in the Ontario Public Service.
Public servants and former public servants in ministries and public bodies have the right to disclose wrongdoing and be protected from reprisal. The disclosure is made to the applicable ethics executive for the public servant. There are two ways for a public servant to disclose wrongdoing:
•         Internal Disclosure
•         External Disclosure
Disclosure Options
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Disclosure Options
1.         Internal
The disclosure is made by the public servant to his/her ethics executive. In case of grave danger to life, health, safety of persons and environment, the disclosure should be made as soon as possible so that the serious situation can be addressed right away. In addition to making a disclosure to his/her ethics executive, the public servant, if appropriate, should also inform his/her manager of the dangerous situation.
Each public servant has a designated ethics executive.
Public Servant
Ethics Executive
Current ministry employee
Deputy minister
Former ministry employee
Public Service Commission
Current public body employee
Individual prescribed in  Ontario Regulation 147/10.

                                    
                                       Chair or individual prescribed in 
                                          Ontario Regulation 147/10
                                       
If none prescribed, public body chair.

                                    
                                       Chair or individual prescribed in 
                                          Ontario Regulation 147/10
                                       
Current public body appointee
Chair
Former public body employee or appointee
Integrity Commissioner
Current deputy minister
Secretary of the Cabinet
Current Secretary of the Cabinet
Integrity Commissioner
Former Secretary of the Cabinet, deputy minister, public body chair or prescribed individual
Integrity Commissioner
2.         External
The disclosure is made directly to the Integrity Commissioner (IC) if the public servant believes it is not appropriate to use internal disclosure or he/she has already disclosed internally and is not satisfied that the matter has been appropriately addressed.
For the external disclosure process, use the  Disclosure of Wrongdoing Form 
 posted on the  Office of the Integrity Commissioner website.
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Reasons Why a Disclosure May Not Proceed
The ethics executive or the Integrity Commissioner, may determine that the disclosure would not proceed if the subject matter:
a)         is already being dealt with or should be dealt with through another process (e.g., Ontario Human Rights Commission, Workplace Discrimination and Harassment Prevention policy process).
b)         solely relates to a public policy decision.
c)         relates to an adjudicative decision.
d)         could be dealt with under Part V of the Police Services Act (internal review).
e)         relates to a prosecutorial discretion.
f)         is frivolous, vexatious, made in bad faith or unimportant.
g)         involves substantial time delay between the situation and the disclosure of the situation.
h)         relates to an employment or labour relations situation (e.g., grievance process).
The disclosure may also not proceed if there is another valid reason not to pursue the disclosure.
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Information That Cannot Be Disclosed
a)         Information certified by the Deputy Attorney General as information that could jeopardize a criminal proceeding or that could breach Cabinet privilege.
b)         Information certified by the Commissioner of the Ontario Provincial Police as information that could compromise an investigation into a criminal matter.
c)         Information that is subject to solicitor-client privilege or prepared by a lawyer for a ministry or public body in connection to litigation.
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Confidentiality
The PSOA generally provides for the protection of personal information associated with the disclosure except where the interest of fairness requires the disclosure of personal information. In certain situations where the allegations are distinct and unique, it may not be possible to fully protect related personal information.
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For More Information
HR Policy Team
Office of the Public Service Commission
Treasury Board Secretariat
Telephone:         416 327-1090
Email:                   hrpolicyteam@ontario.ca 
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Disclosure Process
Disclosure Process1. Internal Disclosure Ministry management should refer any disclosure of wrongdoing to the ethic executive and recognizes that employee may disclose to  a manager even though directed to go to the ethic executive. Ethic executive receives and assesses disclosures of wrongdoing, and  refers issue to another forum if appropriate. Possible findings for investigated disclosure include: a. no wrongdoing; b.  wrongdoing; directs, identifies and recommends corrective action; c. refers to a more appropriate forum. Ethic executive then  reports back to the discloser. 2. External Disclosure Public servant has the option to disclose directly to the Integrity Commissioner if he/she believes that it would be appropriate  to disclose internally within his/her public body or if he/she has already disclosed internally and believes that the matter has  not been appropriately dealt with. There is nothing barring the discloser from taking the issue to the Integrity Commissioner at  any point in the process if he/she believes that the issue is not being addressed appropriately.The Integrity Commissioner assesses the disclosure and determines to accept it or not. If the disclosure is accepted, the  Integrity Commissioner will refer the issue to the ethics executive that he/she believes it is in the best position to  investigate the disclosure. Ethics executive may refer matters back to the Integrity Commissioner, if it is his/her opinion that  it is not appropriate for him/her to address; otherwise, he/she will undertake the investigation and submits a report to the  Integrity Commissioner. On receipt of the report, the Integrity Commissioner may refer the issue to a more appropriate forum and that other body is then  accountable for addressing the issue and notifying the Integrity Commissioner of the outcome. If the report is satisfied, the Integrity Commissioner reports back to discloser. If the report is dissatified, the Integrity Commissioner may launch his/her own  investigation to investigate the disclosure. Possible findings include: a. no wrongdoing; b. wrongdoing, makes recommendations to  ethics executive; c. refers to a more appropriate forum. Then the Integrity Commissioner reports back to the discloser.
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